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Abstract: Adding versatile interactions to goals and queries in logic program-
ming is an essential task. Unfortunately, existing logic languages can take input
from the user only via the read construct. We propose to add a new interactive
goal to allow for more controlled and more guided participation from the user.
We illustrate our idea via PrologI, an extension of Prolog with bounded choice
goals.
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1 Introduction
Adding interactions to queries in logic programming is an essential task. The
interactive queries that has been used in logic programming has been restricted
to the read statement. The read goal is of the form read(X)G where G is a
goal and X can have any value. Hence, it is a form of an unguided interactive
goal. However, in several situations, the system requires the user to choose one
among many alternatives. In other words, they require a form of guided and
bounded interactions. Examples include most interactive systems.
The use of bounded interactions thus provides the user with a facility in sim-
ulating interactive systems. For this, this paper introduces a new goal statement
uchoose(G1, . . . , Gn) where each Gi is a goal. This has the following execution
semantics:
ex(D, uchoose(G1, . . . , Gn)) if ex(D,Gi)
where i is chosen by the user and D is a program. In the above definition, the
system requests the user to choose i and then proceeds with solving Gi. It can
be easily seen that our new statement has many applications in most interactive
systems.
As an example, let us consider a fast-food restaurant where you can have
the hamburger set or the fishburger set. For a hamburger set, you can have a
hamburger and a side-dish vegetable (onion or corn). For a fishburger set, you
can have a fishburger and a side-dish vegetable (onion or corn). The menu is
provided by the following definition:
price(h, 3). % hamburger, three dollars
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price(f, 4). % fishburger, four dollars
price(o, 1) % onion, one dollar
price(c, 2) % corn, two dollars
As a particular example, consider a goal task
read(X)
read(Y )
price(X,W ) ∧ price(Y, Z)
In our context, execution proceeds as follows: the system requests the user
to type in a particular burger and a vegetable. After they are selected, the
system computes their prices (W,Z). Note that this goal is difficult to use and
error-prone because the user may type in an invalid value.
Our uchoose statement is useful to avoid this kind of human errors. Consider
a goal
uchoose(
price(h,W ) ∧ price(o, Z),
price(f,W ) ∧ price(o, Z),
price(h,W ) ∧ price(c, Z),
price(f,W ) ∧ price(c, Z)
).
This goal expresses the task of the user choosing one among four combinations.
Note that this goal is much easier to use. The system now requests the user to
select one (by typing 1,2,3 or 4) among four – rather than type in – combinations.
After it is selected, the system produces their prices.
To present our idea as simple as possible, this paper focuses on Prolog. In
this paper we present the syntax and semantics of this extended language, show
some examples of its use. The remainder of this paper is structured as follows.
We describe our language in Section 2. In Section 3, we present some examples
of PrologI. Section 4 concludes the paper.
2 Prolog with Bounded Choice Queries
Our logic, an extended Horn clause logic, is described by G- and D-formulas
given by the syntax rules below:
G ::= A | G ∧G | ∃x G | read(x)G | uchoose(G1, . . . , Gn)
D ::= A | G ⊃ A | ∀x D | D ∧D
In the rules above, A represents an atomic formula. A D-formula is called a
Horn clause, or simply a clause.
In the transition system below, G-formulas will function as queries and a
D-formula will constitute a program. We will present the operational semantics
for this language as inference rules [1], using the one in [8]. The rules for
executing queries in our language are based on uniform provability [5, 7]. Note
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that execution alternates between two phases: the goal reduction phase and the
backchaining phase.
Definition 1. Let G be a goal and let D be a program. Then executing G from
D – written as ex(D,G) – is defined as follows:
(1) bc(A,D,A). % a success.
(2) bc(G ⊃ A,D,A) if ex(D,G).
(3) bc(∀xD0, D,A) if bc([t/x]D0, D,A).
(4) bc(D0 ∧D1, D,A) if bc(D0, D,A).
(5) bc(D0 ∧D1, D,A) if bc(D1, D,A).
(6) ex(D,A) if bc(D,D,A).
(7) ex(D,G0 ∧G1) if ex(D,G0) and ex(D,G1).
(8) ex(D, ∃xG) if ex(D, [t/x]G). Typically selecting t can be achieved via the
unification process.
(9) ex(D, read(x)G) if ex(D, [kbd/x]G) where kbd is the keyboard input.
(10) ex(D, uchoose(G1, . . . , Gn)) if ex(D,Gi) where i is chosen by the user.
In the above rules, the symbol uchoose provides choice operations by the user.
3 Examples
As an example, let us consider the following database which contains the today’s
flight information for major airlines such as Panam and Delta airlines.
% panam(source, destination, dp time, ar time)
% delta(source, destination, dp time, ar time)
panam(paris, nice, 9 : 00, 10 : 50)
...
panam(nice, kiev, 9 : 45, 10 : 10)
...
delta(paris, nice, 8 : 40, 09 : 35)
...
delta(paris, kiev, 9 : 24, 09 : 50)
Consider a (second-order) goal
read(X) X(paris, nice,Dt,At).
This goal expresses the task of diagnosing whether the user has a flight in the
airline X with their departure/arrival times to fly from Paris to Nice today. The
system then requests the user to type in a particular airline. Note that this goal
is difficult to use and error-prone because the user may type in an invalid airline.
Our uchoose statement is useful to avoid this kind of human errors. Consider
a goal
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uchoose(
panam(paris, nice,Dt,At),
delta(paris, nice,Dt,At)
).
This goal expresses the task of the user choosing one between Panam and Delta
to fly from Paris to Nice today. Note that this goal is much easier to use than
the above. The system now requests the user to select one among two – rather
than type in – airlines. After it is selected, the system produces the departure
and arrival time of the flight of the chosen airline.
4 Conclusion
In this paper, we have considered an extension to Prolog with bounded choice
queries. This extension allows goals of the form uchoose(G1, . . . , Gn) where
each Gi is a goal. This goal makes it possible for Prolog to model decision steps
from the user.
We plan to connect our execution model to Japaridze’s Computability Logic
[2, 3] which has many interesting applications (for example, see [4]) in informa-
tion technology.
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